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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are developing a web page that includes the following HTML.
&lt;span id="myTextSpan" class="myStyle"&gt;Hello,
World!&lt;/Span&gt;
You need to use inline CSS styling to format the text with
Arial font.
Which code segment should you use?
A. Option B
B. Option C
C. Option A
D. Option D
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The font-family property specifies the font for an element.
Incorrect Answers:
A, D: This is not inline CSS.
C: With font style we define style only:
Syntax: font-style: normal|italic|oblique|initial|inherit;
Reference: CSS font-family Property

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to create a partitioned table to store historical data
and you Issued the following command:
CREATE TABLE purchas_interval
PARTITION BY RANGE (time_id)
INTERVAL (NUMTOYMINTERVAL(1 ,'month1)) STORE IN (tbs1
,tbs2,tbs3)
PARTITION p1 VALUES LESS THAN(TO_DATE('1-1-2005I,
'dd-mm-yyyy')),
PARTITION p2 VALUES LESS THAN(TO_DATE('1-1-2007',
'dd-mm-yyyy')))
AS
SELECT *
FROM purchases
WHERE time_id &lt; TO_DATE('1-1-2007'l'dd-mm-yyyy');
What is the outcome of the above command?
A. It returns an error because the range partitions P1 and P2
should be of the same range.
B. It creates two range partitions (P1, P2). Within each range
partition, it creates monthwise subpartitions.
C. It creates two range partitions of varying range. For data

beyond '1-1-2007,' it creates partitions with a width of |_|
one month each
D. It returns an error because the number of tablespaces (TBS1
,TBS2,TBS3)specified does not match the number of range
partitions (P1 ,P2) specified.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have a Microsoft 365 subscription.
Your company purchases a new financial application named App1.
From Cloud Discovery in Microsoft Cloud App Security, you view
the Discovered apps page and discover that many applications
have a low score because they are missing information about
domain registration and consumer popularity.
You need to prevent the missing information from affecting the
score.
What should you configure from the Cloud Discover settings?
A. Organization details
B. Score metrics
C. Default behavior
D. App tags
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-app-security/discoveredapp-queries
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